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In the puerperium a severe standard has
been adopted, and onily those patients wlhose
temperature never reached 990 F. at any
timiie in the puerperium are counted afebrile.
A rise of temperature to IOI° F. on one or

two occasions is common- after Czesarian-
sectioin.

In my series of 54 cases: I4 cases were
completely afebrile; I2 cases had a tempera-
ture oni thie first day only; 13 cases had a
temperature on the first anid second days
only; 9 cases had a temperature from three
to six days only; 6 cases had a temperature
for longer than six days.
Fifty-two of the wounds healed by first

intenitiotn.
Two had slight super-ficial sepsis and were

well lhealed when discharged. All the uteri
itIvolIted well. The mijajority had no lochia
wAhen discharged.

Brotnclhitis occurred in five cases, slight
miastitis in two cases, breast abscess in two
c.tses, wlhite-leg in otne case, in wlhich
the operation had been done after severe
lhxmorrhage.

Tlhirty-six of the motlhers were able to
feed the childr-en entirely oni the breast, and
forty of the children had more than regainied
their birth weight wheni discharged. *
The advantages of Czesarian section to-day

alre due, first to the lowered mortality.
I feel sure that the mortality in suspect
cases can be greatly lowered by ade-
quate disinfection of the vagina anid by
openinig the uterus outside the abdominal
wound, and by disinifection of the endo-
metriurn, and occasionally by hysterectomy.

Secondly, the ultimate success of the
operation is increasing, as there is more
knowledge regarding the accuirate suturing
of the uterus. It is known that it is possible
to leave a scar in the uterus after Caesarian
section which cannot be detected even
hlistologically.

Accurate approximation of the cut uterus
is requir-ed, and perfect asepsis or disinfec-
tionl, to secure perfect healing.
The best results must always be obtained

in the cases which are done early; this
applies to every type of case, and thouigh
goo- r-esults can be got in late cases, they
can niever equal those which are undertaken
early.
The best results therefore mtust ultimately

depend on skilled aniteniatal diagniosis and
tr-eatment, anid in doubtftul cases on coni-
sultationl with a surgeon with special
knowledge of the subject.

In some of the cases the precarious cotl-
dition of the patients could have beeil
avoided by adequate anteniatal treatment.
The number of emergency Czsarian sections
outght to diminish as antenatal work in
cr-eases. The more this is done the greater
is the patient's chance of having the
maximum benefit from the operation, as it
enables the operation, wheni it is necessary,
to be done deliberately under the best
possible conditions.

A PLEA FOR THE STUDY
OF METEOROLOGICAL
CONDITIONS IN RELATION
TO OPEN-AIR TREATMENT

AND TUBERCULOSIS.
,¶By A. NIVEN ROBERTSON,

M.D., M.R.C.P., D.P.H.

Medical Superintetdenit, Derbyshire County
Sanatorium.

IT goes without saying that all of us are
interested in the weather. Every human
being and every animal feels its influence.
Indeed many of the lower animals seem to
be more sensitive to weather changes than
human beings. They appear to be able to
detect and predict certain changes even
before the most accurate scientific instru-
ments give any indication and one would
sometim-es feel inclined to think that they
lhave 'certain means of knowledge anid
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A PLEA FOR THE Sf7UDY OF METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS 45

certain senses that we are without. Or per-
haps are their senses only more acute ?
Have we as openi-air physicianis studied

the effect of openi air scientifically in the samie
way as we have analysed the effect of any
dllrg or physic I scarcely think we have.
Open air has been the method of treating

conisumption for about for-ty years but the
attempts to show in a scientific manner
wlhat it is in open air that produces its good.
effects have been few. The observations in
i-elation to the effect of meteorological con-
ditions upon open-air patients are relatively
few and far between. Most previous
observers have used as an index of the effect
on metabolism the weekly gain or loss in
weight of the patients and I have followed on
their linles, but whether these ate the right
lines or not is questionable. Suich investiga-
tionls have been made by Henderson Smith
at Mundesley, Lunde of Norway, de Bloeme
of Hollanid, Guipenberg in Finland, Sargo
in Austria and Burns in America. More
recenitly, Strandgard, of Boserup Sana-
torium, Denimark, as a result of the study
of the weekly average gain of patients in
eight differ-ent Danish sanatoriums for a
period of over ten years, foun(l that the
variations in weight in the different institu-
tions were similar with minor differ-ences,
and he attributed the variations to the
inifluence of climate. He found the weight
curve ran parallel with the amounit of suIn-
light, atmospheric temper-atuLre and rainifall,
but he was uniable to solve the part that
each of these played. Comparing his
observations with those of the previous
observers menitioned he poinited out that in
every case the maximumi gain of weight was
in autuimn. In Norway the maximum was
reached in August, in the rest of Europe in
September, in Pennsylvania in October and
in India in November. It seemed that the
maximum shifted from August to November
as the different sanatoriums were traced from
north to south. The gaini of weight was
greater in cold countries than in hot coun-
tries, and the latter showed a gr-eater gain in

winter. In Denmark the moniths with
maximum gaiins of weight were the moniths
with low barometric pressure, high rainfall
anid moderate temperature. Strandgard also
concluded that humidity had much to do
with the weight variations.

M6ller, at his sanatorium in South India,
found the greatest gaini in November co-
incident with the rise in rainfall and fall in
temperature. His patients lost most in
March, April and May, the hottest months
of the year, with an average temperature of
820 F., whereas the patients in Northern
Europe gained most in the hottest moniths
of autumn. He attributed the gain in
November to the abseince of oppressive
hieat and sunshine, anid the coolinig power of
the rain and increased humidity.
As the result of readinig Professor Leoniard

Hill's woniderful book on the Science of
Open-Air Treatment, which I found to be a
veritable treasuire house of all the facts
known relative to manl's aerial environimenit,
I realized that for ten years I had beeni uising
open air daily as a therapeutic agent an-d
knew very little about it. Hill with his
katathermometer completely revolutioniized
our views regardinig venitilation and air coIn-
ditions and he rightly regarded his kata-
thermometer as a " meter " of the " living"
atmosphere. It is a measurer of the cooling
power of the air wnich is not a single
" dead " factor as the other factors such as
temperature, humidity, &c., are, but is the
sum of the temperature, wind huimidity,
sunshine, rainfall and all the combined
forces of the atmosphere together. With
this new and greatly superior measurer of
atmospheric conditions one felt compelled
to review the observationis of these previous
observers anid therefore for the last five years
I have made daily records of the cooling
power of the air by the wet kata ancl dr-y
kata by Leonard Hill's katathermometer.

At the same timiie I have made daily
records of the temperature, relaitive humi-
dity, rainfall, barometric pressure, note of
directioni of the wind, note of cloudiniess or
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46 A PLEA FOR THE STUDY OF METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS

brightness of the day, rate of wind in miles
per hour, the amount of ultra-violet light and
the amount of radianit heat by black fur
temperatuires. Maximum anid minimum
temperatures have also been recorded daily.
As we could not afford an anemometer and
wind vane till recently the rate of wind was
estimated from the kata readinigs by Hill's
formula. The amount of ultra-violet light
was estimated by Hill's methylenib-blue
gauge, the accuracy of which is questionied
by some although not by Hill himself.
Since March, 1928, when I could afford a
sunshine recorder records of hours of sun-
shine have been made. The average weekly
gain or loss of weight has also been charted.

I believe they confir-m Professor Leonard
Hill's general contentions. On page 93 of
his book he says, " There is evidence then
that not only does a higher cooling power
increase the metabolism during exposure but
it raises the basal metabolism to a higher
level. Largely in this lies the benefit of
open-air treatment of children and consump-
tives." It was largely to prove or disprove
these words to my own1 satisfactioni and by
careful scientific investigation that I started
this piece of research. As far as a working-
class sanatorium is concerned I believe it is
only a half truth, as you will see by my later
remarks. It might apply to a sanatorium
caterinig to the wealthier classes and I would
welcome a sitmilar investigation in such a
type of sanator-iuim for thiis reason. I can-
not confirm the observations of the Danish
investigators. Wind goes up and down
relatively independently of the weights, raiin-
fall does the same and the relative huLmidity
and temperatures follow their respective
curves independently of the weights. One
might expect that stunnily days would in-
fluenice appetites- ve all feel brighter on
sunny days and I certainly notice patients
do-but it has no m'anifest effect on the'
weight curve nor hias the direction of the
wind apparenitly. In the kata curves and the
weight curves there is a definite co-relation-
ship. In winter when the kata goes up so

that there is excessive cooling power the
weights go down and to a certain extentwhen
the kata falls the weights rise. In summer on
the otlher hand you have the reverse, when
the kata goes up the weights go up and when
the kata falls the weight falls. To this latter
riule the summer of 1927 was an exception,
bult you wvill rememnber I927 had no stummer.
There was a very small amount of r-adiant
heat and ultra-violet rays in the suimmer of
I927, with a low average summer ordinary
temperature.

In winter there is great oscillation in the
kata curves but in summer these curves are
steady; so you have quite typical winter and
anid sutnmer kata curves. To a certain
extent as evidenced by the above r-ules you
have typical summer and winter weight
curves correlated with the kata curves for
these two seasons.

During 1923 and 1924 the weight curses
also oscillated less in summer thani in winter
and at first I had the impression this was to
be a general law; but the weather is fickle as
we know anid after careful scrutiny I find
that the variations of weight are as frequent
in suLmmer as in winter, but the excessive
oscillations in weight certainily occur in
autumn and winter.
What is the cause of these two rules

regarding summer and winter katas and
summer and winter weights ? In winter
where patients are poor and cannot or will
not use sufficient warm clothing, they often
shiver, get depressed metabolism with
excessive cooling power and thus lose
weight. The patients who are not fit for
exercise but who are fit to be otut of bed are
always a problem in winter as they feel the
cold so much. It is a question whether
-warmer rooms should not be provided for
them to rest in. Thiis I have done this
winter, and unless it is clone, the true rest
regimne is cdifficult to carry out in at least a
cold, exposed, working-class sanatorium.
In sumnmer, however, the kata going up,
there is greater cooling power, the meta-
bolism is enhanced and the patients feel
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A PLEA FOR THE STUDY OF METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS 47

cooler anid refreshed and gain weight.
They lose when the coolinig power falls and
it is too hot.

Ther-e is, I must admit, some relationiship
between marked rise of wind and fall of
weight: with marked rise of wind there were
twenty-three weeks with loss of weight anid
sixteen wvith gains.
With fall of wind it was reversed tlhere

being thirty-onie gains to twenty-three losses.
This relationship corresponds with the kata:
high katas, high wind-fall of weight
especially in winiter; fall of wihld, low kata
-gain in wveight.
Now relative to months and weights let us

examine the monthly chart. Her-e I am to
a certain extent in agreement with Str-andgard
and the other observers, that tl)e greatest
gain in weight is in the autumn months.
In the years of I924-25-26, the maximum
gains were in the autumn, August, September
and October. The total gain in five years
in Aulgust was I90 OZ., in Septembel-, 210
oz., and in October, 2-13 Oz., compar-ed with
values I30-160 in nearly all the months of
the year, except December, with 2i6 OZ.

I tbink the cause of the gain in autuLmn1 is
the combination of moderate cooling power
and moder-ate radiant heat, the two deside-
rata most necessary for incr-eased metabolism
accoi-ding to modern ideas of physiological
venltilation. The year I927 was againi an
exception. In that year- the gr-eater gain
was in both November- and December-, but
in that year- we had no radianit hieat worth
speakinig of. The great gain in December
is to my mninid r-ather- in conflict xwith
Professor Hill's theory. There is no radiant
heat ancd the cooling power is excessive.
Possibly Christmnas fare and extra gifts of
dainty food from frieihds at that season
render this mionth deceptive. 'rhere is also
the psychological effect of Christmas on
appetite. There were big gains of weight in
Christmas weeks in 1924 and 1925 which
account for some of this gain, but niot all.
The gain in this December, I928, may be
partly duLe to the fact that it was relatively
a mild December.

These observations only cover a period of
five years, but meteorologists, before they
assess the normal weather conditions of anly
given place, require observations over a ten
year period, and I am quite sure that the
same period is probably required before we
can judge the average effect of these normal
conditions tupon our patients. Not only is
this period of time required, but teamn wor-k
is necessary, not only observations at onie
or two sanatoriums but at all sanatoriums
throughout the counitry. If this were done
I am sure we will learn many useful facts
concerning the effect of the variouLs factor-s
of open air upon our patienits. In this way
onie could have a meteorological census of
oui sanatoriums or perhaps it should be
termed a meteorological directory of sana-
toriums. If done on a international basis it
would be still more interesting as the
climates would be still more various.
Now what are the observations and

instr-uments required ? They are:-
(t) Wind by Robinson's Anemometer.
(2) Wind direction by wind vane.
(3) Rainfall by rain gauge.
(4) Relative humidity by psyclhrometer.
(5) Presstui-e by barometer.
(6) Temperatures ordinar-y maximum and

minimum.
(7) Cooling power by kata thermometer.
(8) Radiant heat by black fur temperatuires

or solar radiatioIn thermoineters.
(9) Ultra-violet liglht by Hill's methyletne-

blue gauge.
(io) Sunshine by sunshlinle recorder.
(i i) Record of dull anid bright days.
Dr. Goodchild suggested also dust coutnts.
If these obser-vations are to be compara-

tive I thinik they ought all to be donie, if
possible, with an accur-acy that would satisfy
the Meteorological Office. As a society of
scientific men we ought to be able to give
information that would be of some value
to aniother body of scientific men, viz.,
the Royal Meteorological Society. The
Meteorological Office r-equire a Kew pattern
baromieter and the pressure readings to be
corrected for latitude, altitude, temperature
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48 A PLEA FOR THE STUDY OF METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS

and index error. For sunshine they require
a Campbell-Stokes sunishine recorder ad-
justed for level, meridian and latitude.
The- Jordan? is really a sunlight recorder.
One of their pattern rain gauges should also
be used. Our vade-mecum would be the
Meteorological Observer's Handbook.
We would be what are ter-med Auxiliary

Meteorological Stations with additional
observations specially applicable to our
medical purposes, such as the kata and
radiant heat. The readings would require
to be taken at the same time at all places.
The cost of the set of instruments requiired
is about,34. Hick's set of instruments, as
required for observatories, is about p,29.
Of couirse, you can spend much more if you
get continuous self-recording b5arographs,
thermographs, hygrometers, rain gauges,
Dines' wind-pressure anlemometers, &c.
You can get a continuous self-recording
kata for /35. These, if you have the
money, save time and labour but are not at
all necessary.
For estimating effect of barometric

pressure on occurrence of hxmoptysis a
barograph is almost essenitial and I have not
gone into this question. The daily time
taken by me is now very little becatuse I
have taught my laboratory assistant to do
all that is required. It only takes about
thirty minutes of his daily time and he is an
old patient.

I think you will admit that at present
open-air treatmenit is mainly empirical and
that there is too much open-air treatment
en masse. The climate that suits one patient
does not suit another. An early ambulant
case does well in an exposed, bracing atmo-
sphere, with a high cooling power; the
chronic bronchitic and the advanced case
do better in a warmer,-more equable air.
The treatment of the acute pneumonic is a
debatable question. Chroniic emphysemat-
ous cases and asthmatics are very sensitive
to air variations. Hundreds of tuberculous
patients wit-h these every-day secondary
complications are sent indiscriminately into

sanatoriums. As soon as a diagnosis of
tuberculosis is made, patients of every grade
and type are dumped into a sanatorium
with an environmeint often eminently suit-
able onily for early afebrile cases, for which
type of case most sanatoria were originally
constructed. Often nobody is to blame. It
is the only place available. Often there is
no time to find out that a case has perhaps
also albuminuria due to nephritis requiring
some degree of warmth, or has frequent
attacks of acute rheumatism, which are
aggravated by the cold, damp air of a sana-
torium. Much also depends on the rigidity
of our local sclhemes. All patients in Derby-
shire must go to the sanatorium in Derby-
shire. The climate of Derbyshire is not oile
suited to the chronic bronchitic. The riclh
seek climates in Davos, Arosa, Kenya, Egypt,
or even Denver or Samoa. 1 think the
Ministry ought to allow at least a little lati-
tude in our local schemes and some pro-
vision for certain cases at least securing the
climate that suits them best. It may be
argued that the amounlt of variation in our
British climate is too little to have any effect,
but 1 think this is not quite true. The
average duration of sunshine in June on the
South coast of England is seven and a half
hours compared with six in the North, and
the average yearly duration is 4i-3. respec-
tively. In December the English Channel
gets double the sunshine of the Pentland
Firth. The largest recorded extreme varia-
tion of temperature in London is 96" F., and
for Stornoway, 670 F. So also in the case
of rainfall. Seathwaite, Cumberland, has
i89 in. per annum, and Norfolk 9 in. Al-
though the climate is on the whole equable,
there ar-e definite enough variations to affect
the sanatoria in different areas of Great
Britaiin. By our Meteorological Directory
of Sanatoria we could choose by scientific
criteria the sanatorium with the climate
most suited to the type of case.

Still more I believe that there are even great
local variations dependent on degree of
shelter, proxi -nity to cities and dust, &c.
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A PLEA FOR THE STUDY OF METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS 49

This is noticeable in studying the botany of
one's district from an ecological standpoint.
One notices every year oni a certaini suiiny
bank certain flowers grow and bloom earlier.
If the ar-ea is sheltered by a high chalk cliff
as in the Isle of Wight undercliff, there is
so much r-adiant heat that it is too hot in
sumnmer, while on the top of the cliff it may
be quite pleasant. I am sure the coolinig
power figures at different sanatoria would
give food for reflection. I tliink I have less
h-moptysis in Walton Sanatorium than I
had in Benenden, because of the high cool-
ing power and exposure. In early conigestive
cases withi a lizemorrhagic tendency I am
sure the exposed bracing site is the best. It
cdraws the blood to the skin and depletes the
larger viscera. Cases with old chroniic
fibrosis, curved finger-nails anid tenidency to
cyaniosis and dyspncea canniot stand the
cold open air of winter in an exposed site
with high katas. I believe some of them
would do as well at home. Sir Henry
Gauvain has shown how some of his cases
do best inland and others on the sea coast
even ijn the same cotunty. Too little atteni-
tion has beeni given to meteorology in
choosing the site of many sanator-iums.
Surely it should be the first conisideration,
but it has often been nieglected for coni-
siderationi of cheapness of site or eveni more
trivial causes. I would, in passinig, include
geological suitability. I kniow maniy sana-
toriums placed exposed to violenit raiin-
bearing winds with the result that half the
days of the winter the winidows must be
closed.
Sometimes I am a little sceptical about

open-air treatmenit as it is practised. As
superintendents we are apt to treat all our
patients more or less alike witlh the same
environment simply because we ar-e forced
to do so or perhaps out of laziness to find
the best environment for each type of case.
Not long ago I had four patients all over 55
and all " cleared out." Sometimes I wonder
it it wouldni't be preferable to warm our
cubicles and allow fresh air to get in to our

niude patients, exposed to radiant heat from
a good fire to prevent chill if there is any
trutlh in Hill's teaching. I wotuld like to
experimenit with some in a warm ward anid
other-s in ani ordinary cold sanatoriul llward
to comiipare results. When sanatorium treat-
ment first came in did rest r6gime come in
with it anid were the-good results of rest put
down to fresh air ? Does fresh air produce
only a skin-deep effect? Have we been
deceived by this appear-anice ? Patients at
once begin to get colour, look rosier and
better, but P.s don't change. Soon after
discharge their pallor often reappears. Did
niot most of us whlen qualified finid the only
places regarded as suitable for treating TB
cases were satnatoriums anid accepted these
coniditions to treat them there ? Can any
of us compare the "-Sanatorium epoch"
with the time before it to explain fully if
and how open-air treatmenit lhas improved
otur results ?

I trust that I have made out a case for a
combinied research into the scienice of opetn-
air tlherapy, that we may remove the ban of
empiricism fromi the mainstay of sanatorium
treattmienit, and that we as sanator-ium super-
initenidenlts miiay be able to state clearly what
factors in open air ar-e beneficial and how
openi air imiipr-oves our tuberculous patients.
My own observationis are a mere drop in the
bucket, they r-efer to only a block of fifty
male early and medium types of cases. They
only cover a five-year period, anid. before
one canl speak definitely we must have teni-
year normiials and results from maniy sana-
toriums in varied climates.

It is difficult to separate out the factors
that may influence weights such as the type
of case beinig admitted in the same block
from period to period, although there was a
general average in the cases I have discussed.
When patienits become toxic and begin to
lose weight rapidIly of cOurse, such an event
would spoil the records. As these are put
on absoluLte rest anid are not weighed I have
eliminated this error. Also I have excluded
all weights of patients in their first two weeks
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of resideince, as half the total weight is
gained in these first two weeks and I felt
thiswould create anl error in finiding out thle
influence of the various open-air factors on
the general mass of cases. I may have been
wrong in this because it is during this period
that the chanige from their homes to com-
plete fresh air occurs, and perhaps it is by
studying this period that onie would finid the
real cause of the benefit of fresh air. To
do this properly of course one would lhave
to take these records in the patients' homes
for two weeks before admission anid then
compare. This is of course clifficult to do
but the tuberculosis officer miglht assist in
this direction. A scrutilny of the meteoro-
logical conditions of a CouLnty in relation to
the morbidity and mortality of tuLberculosis
in the county coulld be done by a county
tuberculosis officer and would be of great
value. It has been done in relation to rain-
fall by Dr. Gordon of Exeter, in relation to
Devon and Derbyshire, and in India by Sir
Leonard Rogers. Why is there suLchi a ligh
death-rate from tuberculosis in the Isle of
Lewis ? Granted it is partly due to poverty
of the inihabitants, but it also may be clue in
great par-t to climatic factors, the great rain
and fierce wiind of the Atlantic.
We do niot really kniow the value of the

differenit factors in the air on the humLliian
system, lhealthy or diseased. Our anicestors
believed in livinig Ltider- a lucky star. I am
not goilng so far as to say we should find out
which star suits each patienit anid pLut his bed
in the meridiani of his appointed star. Yet
on the other lhanid Professor- Millikani has
studied the cosmic radiationi from nebulae,
the embryoplasm of stars which *penietrates
5 yar-ds of lead, anid Professor Jeans says
this radiation is the mnost fundamental
physical phenomenon of the whole universe.
Our Ibodies are traversed by it nighit and
day anid it is so intense that it breaks uip
several millions of atoms in each of our
bodies every second. To escape it we must
go down in a stubmarine or into a mine.
How nmany of us ten years ago would have

dreamed that we in London cotuld hear an-id
see people speakinig in America ? Surely
then there is imuch to lear-n from a scien-tific
research into the medico-physics of openi-air
treatmenit.

CRIME AND INSANITY.
LECTURE III.

GIVEN AT THE MAUDSLEY HOSPITAL, MAY 14, 1929.

,'y W. NORWOOD EAST,
MI.D., MI.R.C.P.

Medical Inispector, H.M. Prisons, England and Wales.

(Conltinucd from t 27)

CRIME is frequently associated wArith de-
mentia praccox, and it may be difficult to
distinguish between the symptoms due to
the simple or hebephrenic type of the
disease and those of mental deficienicy, par-
ticularly when both conditions occur in the
same offender. A gradual change in person-
ality, accompaniied by increasing apathy,
foolish behavioulr, a withdrawal from reality,
mild depressioni, occasional emotion-ial out-
bur-sts anid impulsions, and progressive men-
tal deterioration suggest clementia priecox.
But Tredgold 1 points out that certain types
of retr-ogressioni in mentally defective persons
corresponid in all essentials to the simple
type of dementia pr-ecox, aned to the de-
mentia due to seniility. In ci-imiinlal cases
associated with demenitia precox prolonged
observation may be niecessar-y before anl
accurate diagnosis can be made. A maii,
aged 23, was in the VI standard onl leavilig
school, ancl was afterwards engaged for a
short time as a porter, and then for three
years as a cairman. He served for two and
a half years in the Army dur-ing the war, anid
was for some months in a hospital under-
treatment for neurasthenia. On discharge

1 "The Relationship of Mental Deficiency to
Mental Disease in General." A. F. Tredgold,
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